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This volume is dedicated to the memory of Egon Dörner (1925–1993)

“Omnia mutantur, nihil interit.” About a funeral statue
from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa1
Ştefana Cristea

Abstract: The present paper represents the preliminary research of a Roman, marble funerary statue
preserved in the collection of the Museum Complex in Arad. The headless statue was found in Ulpia Traiana
Sarmizegetusa and represents a female, in natural size, elegant and nicely carved, that belongs to the palliata
type of female sculptural depiction. The item discussed in the present article joins other six statues of the type
already mentioned, discovered in Roman Dacia. It might have been carved out of Bucova marble in the workshop
(or one of the workshops) which functioned there between the middle of the second century and the middle of
the third century A.D.
Keywords: funerary statue, Roman Dacia, pallium, marble, Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, headless statue.

Roman funerary statues portrayed the civilian elites in order to preserve the memory of the
deceased and played a very important role in reflecting the world of that period and the social rela‑
tions within it. The interpretative possibilities, but also the inherent value of a statue that used a
known visual type spread across the Roman Empire2 were much higher and it addressed at a larger
number of people than if a singular portrayal had been used. The standardized and idealized types
of sculptural representations helped not only in deciphering the intended message to the viewer,
but also in achieving a serial production of such sculptures. This leads to a specific language for the
funeral statuary representations. The relation between a certain typology, already in use, and the
person to be depicted was very dynamic. It included the defining of the social status, the relation‑
ship between individuals and the Empire etc. This language aimed to reflect the deceased’s traits of
character through both portrait and gestures and to provide information concerning his/her place
in society through dress, posture, and attributes3. The colors that covered the statues, just like the
clothes they wore, must have also played an important part in the way the viewer deciphered the
message4. In seems that, nevertheless, in the case of female funerary statues, the rendering of
clothes according to reality was less important, as the draping copied the model of famous Greek
statues in order to emphasize the qualities of the depicted woman (fertility, modesty, beauty, and
serenity)5.
The funerary statues were meant to remind to the descendants the main moral qualities of the
deceased, qualities important in Roman society6. Elite members, after death, became an inspiration
for the rest of the society, models to be followed. But neither the individuals, as they were in life,
with strengths and weaknesses, were not forgotten. For this were the “doubles”, mimetai, actors that
prepared themselves, during the life of the deceased, to faithfully restore the physical and character
traits during the funeral ceremony (depravate imitatio). Only the deceased belonging to the Roman
social elite were allowed such an elaborate funeral ceremony (pompa) and the right to be dedicated to
1
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them images (whether there were funerary masks from wax or statues). All this refers to honos (honorability), which involved also t he reputation and respectability of the family7.
These statues represented equally numerous supports for portraits of women belonging to local
and regional elites8. The heads that completed these sculpted bodies sometimes resembled those of
the women they represented or they were idealized forms of their portraits. The artists rather aimed
at suggesting through this portraits the affiliation to a certain age group and to a certain social cate‑
gorie than an accurately depiction of the deceased’s particular traits9. The statues were often created
following local or regional trends. In order for the viewers to easily identify the deceased, the statues
were placed on bases accompanied by inscriptions10. They were placed in public areas, framed by archi‑
tectural elements and positioned either independently or in groups11.
At the end of the classical period and the beginning of the Hellenistic era were created two of the
most important types of female funerary statues from the Roman period: la Grande Ercolanese and la
Piccola Ercolanese, named after two statues from Herculanum. These statues embodied the wife and
daughter of senator Nonnius Balbus12. La Grande Ercolanese is the most often encountered type of
female statuary depiction and its maximum period of use in the Empire is the second century A.D.
Replicas of female depiction types from Herculanum can be encountered not only for statues, but also
in other aspects of the Roman art: funerary reliefs and sarcophagi13. Besides these two types, we can
add the pudicitia14 and palliata15 types.
Of course these are not the only types of female funeral statuary representations from the Roman
period. With origins in an older statuary type named Sappho has appeared Core del Vaticano type,
which did not know as much popularity as the other types already mentioned. He is encountered also
in the Roman Dacia16. More hybrid types appear and develop during Roman times by combining char‑
acteristic elements from the previously mentioned types17. Some of them were named after famous
statues (such as the Eumachia-Fundilla type).
Female funerary statues from Roman Dacia are almost equal in numbers to those depicting males.
Half of them belong to the la Grande Ercolanese type and the others are divided among the palliata,
Piccola Ercolanese, pudicitia, Eumachia‑Fundilla, and several hybrid types18. The earliest such statues
are dated around 160 A.D.19 Hybrid types, created through the combination of the already mentioned
types are attested during the third century A.D.20
The item that is the subject of this article belongs to the palliata sculptural type. Created during
the Hellenistic period, palliata had a draping that could be more easily sculpted and was inspired by
statues of men wearing a pallium-himation21. If the statues depicting togati initially represented them
with the right arm free, during the first century B.C. the draping was changed, resembling more to the
himation, with the right arm pressed closely to the body, inside the draping, in what was meant to be
the attitude of a good citizen22. During the Empire, the ample draping of the toga required the assis‑
tance of three specialized servants; it increasingly became an more formal garment, ending up to be
worn only for funerals23. In this type of representation, the right arm is depicted raised to the chest and
relaxed inside the garment’s fold, while the left arms is extended along the body, the fingers holding
one end of the draping. Alexandru Diaconescu specifies that, initially, the palliata type reflected the
7
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image of a “bourgeois” woman, while the other three types mentioned depicted the noble woman as a
grandmother, mother, and daughter24. Palla is part of a matron’s garment (besides stola and vittae) or
of the mater familias (besides the same two elements) and was used by the wearer also to cover her hair,
as a sign of her husband’s authority and as a symbol of her modesty, but also in protective purpose
against all impurities25.

4

2

3

1

Fig. 1. Palliata-type statues from Dacia (taken from Diaconescu 2005b).

Only six statues of the palliata type had been previously known from Roman Dacia26, the most
popular type of depicting deceased women after the la Grande Ercolanese type. The six statues have
been dated in the interval between the second half of the second century and the middle of the third
century A.D.27 (Fig. 1). Besides one item preserved in the collection of the museum from Sibiu, all the
other were found in Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa or in its immediate vicinity (the pagus of Micia).
This iconographic type was also used for funerary stelae that depicted families in natural size. If la
Grande Ercolanese, la Piccola Ercolanese and pudicitia type depicted women from the provincial elite, the
palliata type could may represent both, the elite and the middle class (merchants, bankers, veterans)
who could financially afford such a monument28.
The craftsmens who created statues in Roman Dacia have chosen to combine several iconographic
types, not always in the most successful manner, generating thus hybrid iconographic types. It is the
case of the items from Potaissa, Drobeta, and Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa that combine elements
typical of the la Grande Ercolanese, la Piccola Ercolanese, and the palliata types29.
To the already mentioned items we can now add a marble statue depicting a woman in natural
size, identified in the collection of the Archaeological Department of the Museum Complex in Arad30.
The head of the statue has unfortunately not been preserved.
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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The statue31 was donated to the museum in 1952 by the Poligrafic Centre Arad, being initially
preserved in the collection of Minorite Chaplaincy from Arad. The collection was likely nationalized at
the end of the 1940s or at the beginning of the 1950s and thus the items included in it ended up in the
patrimony of several institutions. The inventory registry of the museum from Arad indicates that the
statue comes from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa. The absence of assessment reports or related docu‑
ments prevents the identification of the manner in which the statue entered the Minorite collection
or the conditions of its discovery32.
The statue from the Arad museum was carved in white marble with fine, bluish veins and belongs
to the palliata type. It can be dated to the middle of the second century A.D. (as Dr. Alexandru
Diaconescu also agrees). The entire body is covered with a grey-brownish film, less obvious on the
left side. Preserved dimensions: total height: 151 cm; height without the base: 141 cm; width at the
shoulders: 38 cm; width at the curvature of the right arm: 45 cm; width in the area of the pelvis: 40 cm;
width in the lower part: 45 cm; thickness in the upper part: 23 cm; width in the middle area: 23 cm;
width in the lower area: 33 cm; length of the base: 42 cm; width of the base: 33 cm; height of the base:
10 cm (Fig. 4, 6).
The head and the left arm are missing. A bronze bar is still preserved where the left hand should
have stood, once meant to support it. One cannot state if this part was separately carved from the
start, to be later attached to the statue, or if the bar was later used to reattach the broken hand (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The statue from the Arad Museum – detail (photo by Victor Sava).

The right side of the base and the right foot are missing; the void was subsequently filled with
concrete. One can note the presence of two orifices in the statue’s body. The first is located on the right
side, in the lower part and is rectangular in shape. During the Modern period part of it was filled with
concrete (preserved dimensions: length: 4.4 cm; width: 2.9 cm; depth: 2 cm). It was probably used in
attaching the item to its base that also supported the inscription or to other statues in case it was part
31
32

Țeposu-Marinescu 1972, 63, pl. IV, fig. 1
Beside the statue under discussion here, the collection of the Museum Complex in Arad also preserves an inscription (CIL
III, 6271), inv. no. 12379, that has reached the museum along the same means. One must also mention the fact that the
inscription was also discovered in Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa.
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of a group. The second orifice, circular in shape, is found on the left side of the statue, above the base
(dimensions: diameter: 2.5 × 2.1 cm; depth: 2.2 cm) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The statue from the Arad Museum – detail (photo by Victor Sava).

Fig. 4. The statue from the Arad Museum – front and right side view (photo by Victor Sava).
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The weight of the body is supported by the left lower limb, thus creating an asymmetrical line
of the hips. The left hip is higher than the right, and the right lower limb, slightly flexed, had the
(currently missing) foot slightly retreated as compared to the left foot, probably emerged slightly
under the dress, as the folds of the stola suggest. The thigh, the knee and a part of the lower right
limb transpires through the draping. The contrapposto offers to the statue a dynamic and gracious
attitude. The right forearm is leaning on the pallium’s fold and the hand (most of the index finger and
a part of the middle finger missing) holds the dress that passes over the shoulder. The third finger is
turned towards the chest. The upper left limb, slightly flexed from the elbow, is extended along the
body and the hand, now lost, held the end of the mantle. The attitude of the body is natural, not rigid
at all (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The statue from the Arad Museum – detail of the upper right limb (photo Victor Sava).

The stola worn by the woman cover her lower limbs completely and make a V-shaped fold in the
neck area. The pallium is very ample and is depicted closely wrapped around the body, making a wider
fold around the chest that supports the right forearm. Garment is made skillfully and realistically
in the front and sides of the statue and the back folds are rendered summarily. Stola situated under
pallium is drawn by rich vertical parallel folds, fluid, naturally made, visible more strikingly in the
front and right side and far less in the back.. All the folds and creases that form the dress suggest the
anatomical shapes of the body and render both the weight and fine quality of the cloth, especially in
the lower part of the item. The type of dress entitles us to believe that the statue depicted a matron
from the province’s elites, perhaps from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa. We could not to identify any
piece of jewelry.
The erosive activity of natural factors33 (acid rain, humidity, heat, frost, solar radiations) and
mechanical degradations are visible, especially in the lower part of the statue (base, lower part of
the draping), but also in the area of the left hand (the palm and one end of the pallium are missing)
and of the head (which is missing entirely). The folds rendered on the statue’s back show traces of
mechanic deteriorations (the monument was probably dragged and dropped) that reveal the structure
of the stone and upon which the grey-brownish film has not yet settled. The statue seems to have been
created in order to be viewed from the front and sides (Fig. 6).
The artist’s skill transpires through the slender body which transpires beneath the folds and raises
the question of his origin. As. Dr. Alexandru Diaconescu also suspects, it is possible that the artist
have been a member of the workshop or of one of the workshops active between the middle of the
second century A.D. and the middle of the third century A.D. near Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, in
Bucova, where this kind of marble was extracted34. Analyses with ultraviolet light and X-rays might
lead to new data on the statue’s structure and the colors in which it was painted during Roman times.
33
34

Siegesmund et al. 2012, 6–7.
On the “workshop” from Bucova, located near Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, see Diaconescu, Bota 2002–2003, 155, 167–
180.
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None of the statues that belongs of the palliata type, discovered so far in Dacia, does not reach the
artistic quality of the item from the Arad Museum. Three of these statues, found in the area of Ulpia
Traiana Sarmizegetusa (headless statues, fragmentarily preserved), are almost as good as the item
preserved in Arad; in their case, we can also guess the shape of the body under the fluid folds, without
reaching the same artistry and grace. The other three statues, already known as being found in Roman
Dacia (also missing their heads), are later made from chronological point of view and with less skill;
the folds and pleats of the dress were rendered more schematically and the transition from one plan to
another is made without naturalness.

Fig. 6. The statue from the Arad Museum– view of the back and left side (photo Victor Sava).

Overall, this item is a surprising work of art, through the quality and elegance of its composition
and craftsmanship, despite its current state of preservation. Future cleaning and restorations will
certainly manage to restore its true beauty.
Ştefana Cristea
Babeş-Bolyai University. Cluj-Napoca
Cluj-Napoca, ROU
stefana_13_26@yahoo.com
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